Confederation of
All India Traders

Delhi
Declaration
A RESOLUTION DOCUMENT

We reaffirm our faith in Confederation of All India
Traders and Alliance for Digital Bharat and its Charter as
indispensable foundations of a more prosperous, secure
and harmonious India

We, CONFEDERATION OF ALL INDIA TRADERS
(CAIT), solemnly resolve at NATIONAL
CONVENTION – LESS CASH INDIA SUMMIT

We assume a collective responsibility to advance and
strengthen India’s financial ecosystem at technological,
regional and State levels

held at CONSTITUTION CLUB, NEW DELHI on
DECEMBER 2 & 3, 2016 to support the ongoing
movement of making India “Less-Cash” by
adopting digital payments. We also resolve
to commit to Shri Narendra Modi’s vision of
a Digital and Financially Included India by
contributing to it to the best of our ability.
As respectable members of our community
and representatives of the non-corporate
business sector,

We promise to further Honourable Prime Minister’s
vision of “Less Cash India” and participate in growing
acceptance of digital payments. Further we call upon all
related stakeholders including banks, NBFCs, MFIs, Trusts,
and Societies to drive penetration of digital technologies
We resolve to push forward the “Ten Point Plan” outlined
in the CAIT Less Cash Manifesto to all stakeholders
to combine efforts and resources in the drive toward
digitization that creates an opportunity for financial
inclusion for every man, woman and child in India.
We applaud Honourable Prime Minister for MUDRA Yojana
and that it is one of the landmark achievements by any
government post-independence
We fully embrace and commit to promote GST as a
simplified and rationalised technology based taxation
system for last mile inclusion
As honorary representatives of the non-corporate small
businesses sector in India, we resolve to embark upon
a national campaign to increase awareness of modern
means of doing business down the line
For us to be able to achieve all of the above in time
bound manner, we propose a task force is setup,
constituents of which include government, banks, NBFCs,
MFIs, and technology solution providers

